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Now it's easy to perform many of the most common statistical techniques when you use the SAS Enterprise Guide point-and-click interface to access the power of SAS. Emphasizing the practical aspects of the analysis, this example-rich guide shows you how to conduct a wide range of statistical analyses without any SAS programming required. One or more real data sets, a brief introduction of the technique, and a clear explanation of the SAS Enterprise Guide output are provided for each analysis. Exercises at the end of each chapter help you consolidate what has been learned. 

 Topics include: 

	Analysis of variance 
	Dealing with categorical data 
	Logistic regression 
	Regression 
	Significance tests 
	Survival analysis 
	And more! 


 

This text is ideal for those who want to use SAS to analyze their data, but do not have the time to undertake the considerable amount of learning involved in the programming approach.

About the Author

Geoff Der is a consulting statistician for the Medical Research Council in Glasgow, Scotland, where he advises research staff on study design and statistical analysis. A SAS user since 1981, Geoff specializes in Base SAS, SAS/STAT, SAS/GRAPH, the SAS Macro facility, ODS, and SAS Enterprise Guide.
Brian S. Everitt is retired as Head of the Department of Biostatistics and Computing, Institute of Psychiatry, King's College, London, and is now Professor Emeritus at King's College.       
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Droid 2: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
		What gives you high-speed Internet access, runs thousands of apps, lets you take high-resolution photos and videos, gives you immediate access to information about all your friends, family, and contacts, handles any email you can throw at it, is a wizard at Facebook and other social networking services…and lets you make and...
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Monitoring Exchange Server 2007 with System Center Operations ManagerSybex, 2009

	System Center Operations Manager 2007 is the new version of Microsoft Operations Manager 2005 and offers valuable new advantages for improving the manageability of Microsoft servers and applications. With this book, you’ll get high-level instruction for using Microsoft’s powerful server administration tool to manage Exchange...
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Understanding and Deploying Ldap Directory ServicesMacmillan Technical, 1998
This comprehensive tutorial provides the reader with a thorough treatment of  LDAP directory services. Minimal knowledge of general networking and  administration is assumed, making the material accessible to intermediate and  advanced readers alike. Designed to meet multiple needs, the first part of the  book presents a general overview...
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Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours (3rd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002
Sams Teach Yourself SQL in 24 Hours, Third Edition presents the key features of SQL (Structured Query Language) in an easy to understand format with updated code examples, notes, diagrams, exercises, and quizzes.  New material covers more information on transactions, constructs, embedded databases, and object-oriented programming.  In this...
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Advanced Practice Nursing: Emphasizing Common RolesF. A. Davis Company, 2004

	Prepare your graduate students to take leadership roles inthe future of Advance Practice Nursing. The author address the major issuesfacing Advanced Practice Nursing today from a collective perspective thatbegins with its historical roots and progresses to contemporary concerns andtrends. This approach enables APNs to understanding the...
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Amazon S3 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Over 30 hands-on recipes that will get you up and running with Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) efficiently


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to store, manage, and access your data with AWS SDKs
	
		Study the Amazon S3 pricing model and learn how to calculate costs by simulating practical...
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